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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the large sparse system of l inear equations 
Ax=b,  AEC nxnnons ingu lar ,  x, bEC n. (1.1) 
Among iterat ive methods,  the two-stage iterat ive method is one of the feasible and efficient 
choices for gett ing the numerical  solution of the l inear system (1.1). The two-stage i terat ive 
method,  also called as inner /outer  i teration, has been extensively studied by many researchers, 
e.g., Nichols [1], Wachspress [2], Golub and Overton [3], Lanzkron, Rose and Szyld [4], and so oil. 
Recently, Frommer and Szyld [5] and Bai and Wang [6] invest igated the asymptot ic  and mono- 
tone convergence propert ies of this method for the H-matr ix  and the monotone matr ix  classes, 
respectively, and also establ ished the corresponding comparison theorems about  its convergence 
rate in both asymptot ic  and monotone senses. The problems then arise if this class of method 
converges for the Hermit ian posit ive definite matr ix  class, and how the spl i t t ing matr ices as well 
as the inner i terat ion number will influence the asymptot ic  onvergence rate of this method.  This 
paper  is going to give definite answers to these problems. 
The structure of this paper  is as follows. After reviewing the two-stage i terat ive method and 
introducing some related essential concepts and results in Section 2, we further set up the conver- 
gence theorem for this method when the coefficient matr ix  A E C nxn of the l inear system (1.1) 
is a Hermit ian posit ive definite matr ix,  and establ ish the corresponding comparison theorem on 
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its asymptotic convergence rate, which describes the influences of the splitting matrices and the 
inner iteration number on its asymptotic onvergence rate, in Section 3. Furthermore, several 
concrete and practical applications about this new comparison theorem are also discussed in this 
section. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let A = M - N be a splitting of the matrix A E C nxn, i.e., M E C nxn is a nonsingular 
matrix, and let M = F - G be a splitting of the matrix M. Then the two-stage iterative method 
for solving the system of linear equations (1.1) has the form 
8--1 
xk+x = (F-1G)SXk + ~-~(F-XG) JF - I (Nxk + b), k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (2.1) 
j=0 
where s(_> 1) is the inner iteration umber. Clearly, the iteration matrix corresponding to (2.1) 
is 
$--1 
T = (F-1G) s + Z(F -1G) JF -1N 
j=o (2.2) 
= I - (I - (F -1G)S)M-1A,  
where I denotes the n × n identity matrix. If we let 
8--1 
then it holds that 
R = Z(F - tG) JF  -x = (I -- (F -aG) ' )M -1, 
j=o 
(2.3) 
T = I - RA. (2.4) 
To establish the convergence theory of method (2.1) for the Hermitian positive definite linear 
system, we first introduce the following useful concepts and lemmas. 
We denote by C n and C nxn the sets of all n complex vectors and n × n complex matrices, 
respectively. Let B E C nxn. Then B* denotes the conjugate transpose of B. Recall that if 
B = B*, that is, B is Hermitian, then B is positive definite if 
x*Bx>O,  for a l l x~C ~, x#0.  
For two matrices B, C E C nxn, we call B _> 0(> 0) if for all x E C n \ {0}, there hold x*Bx >_ 
0(> 0). We use B > C(>) to represent B - C > 0(> 0). A(B) denotes any eigenvalue of the 
matrix B E C '~x'~, while p(B) the spectral radius of this matrix. 
LEMMA 1. (See [7].) Let A = M - N 6 C nxn with A and M nonsingtdar and let H = M-1N.  
Assume that A is a Hermitian matrix and that M* + N is positive definite. Then p(H) < 1 if 
and only if A is positive definite. 
LEMMA 2. Let M E C nxn  be a Hermitian semi-definite matrix, S E C nxn, and represent 
P = MS.  
(a) H M is nonnegative definite, then P is nonnegative definite iff S is nonnegative definite. 
(b) I f  M is nonpositive definite, then P is nonnegative definite iff S is nonpositive definite. 
PROOF. We only prove (a); (b) can be similarly verified. Without loss of generality, here we 
assume that M E C n×n is Hermitian positive definite. Thereby, there exists a unitary matrix 
Q E C n×n and a positive diagonal matrix A E C nxn such that M --- Q*AQ. Let L = Q*A 1/2. 
Then we have M = LL*. Now, conclusion (a) can be directly obtained from the equalities 
L -xPL  -* = L-X(LL*S)L -* = L*SL-*.  
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LEMMA 3. 
Hermit ian matrices. 
PROOF. Because of 
we know that 
Let R • C '~xn be defined by (2.3). Then R is a Hermit ian matr ix  i f  F, G • C nxn are 
s-1 s-1 
R= ~-~(F -1G) JF  -1 = ~ F - I (GF-1)  j ,  
j =0 j =0 
s-1 s-1 
R*= ~-~(F -*G*) JF  -* = ~-~(F -1G) JF - I  = R. 
j=O j=O 
LEMMA 4. Let B, C • C nxn be Hermit ian matrices. Then all the eigenvalues of  the matr ix  
(BC)  are real. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
This section will emphasize on the establishments of the convergence theory of the two-stage 
iterative method (2.1), and the comparison theorem about its asymptotic convergence rate when 
the coefficient matrix A • C n×n of the linear system (1.1) is a Hermitian positive definite matrix. 
THEOREM l .  CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Let  A • C nxn be a Hermit ian posit ive definite ma- 
trix, A = M - N and M = F - G be splitt ings such that M,  F • C n×n are Hermit ian, and 
)~(F-1C) ~ 4-1. Denote W = R- I (F -1G)  8. I f  the matrix M + N • C n×'~ is posit ive definite 
and the matrix W • C n×n is nonnegative definite, then the two-stage iterative method (2.1) is 
convergent. 
PROOF. Because F ,G  • C n×n are Hermitian matrices and A(F-1G) ~ +1, we easily see 
from (2.3) that the matrix R is nonsingular. By (2.4) we have A = R -1 - R -1T .  Therefore, 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 directly imply that the two-stage iterative method (2.1) is convergent if 
the matrix Y := R -1 + R-1T  is positive definite. Moreover, as it holds that 
Y = R -1 + R- IT  = R -1 + R- I ( I -  RA)  = 2R -1 - A 
by applying (2.4), and 
oo  
R -1 = M [I - (F-1G)8] -1 = M ~--~(F-1G) 8j
j=O 
oo  
= M+M~'~(F -1G)  8j = M+R- I (F -1G)  8 
j=l  
=M+W 
by utilizing (2.3), we get 
Y=2M-A+2W=M+N+2W.  
Therefore, the matrix Y is positive definite if the matrix M + N is positive definite and the 
matrix W is nonnegative definite. This completes our proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let  A E C nxn be a Hermit ian posit ive definite matrix,  A = M - N and M = 
F - G be spl itt ings such that M,  F E C nxn are Hermit ian and A(F-1G) ~ +1. Let  the matr ix  
M + N E C "~xn be posit ive definite. Then the two-stage i terative method (2.1) is convergent in 
either o f  the following cases: 
(a) the matrix M E C nx'* is nonnegative definite, and the inner iteration number s is even, 
A(F-1G) 6 (-1, 1), or s is odd but A(F-1G) • [-oo, -1) U [0, 1); 
(b) the matrix M • C nxn is nonposit ive definite, and the inner iteration number  s is odd and 




Evidently, there holds that 
W = R- I (F -1G)  s = M [I - (F-1G) 8] -1 (F_IG)8" 
By making use of Lemma 2, we easily know that the matrix W is nonnegative definite in either 
of the following cases: 
(1) the matrix M E C nxn is nonnegative definite, and A(F-1G)8/(1 - A(F-1G) s) > 0; 
(2) the matrix M E C nxn is nonpositive definite, and A(F-1G)8/(1 - A(F-1G) 8) _< 0. 
Noticing that (1) and (2) are respectively equivalent o (a) and (b), through straightforward 
application of Theorem 1 we immediately get the conclusion of this theorem. 
To compare the asymptotic onvergence rates of two two-stage iterative methods resulted from 
two different inner splittings M = F - G = _P - G of the matrix M E C nx'~ as well as two 
different inner iteration numbers s(> 1) and t(> 1), we construct matrices 
t--1 
j=O 
R-1 (F - lO)  t 
Analogously to (2.4), we can verify that it also holds that 
t-1 10)' -1 
j=O 
W = R- I (F -1G)  s. 
(3.1) 
or by noticing t > s, 
THEOREM 3. COMPARISON THEOREM. Let A E C nxn be a Hermitian positive definite matrix, 
A = M - N be a splitting such that M E C nxn is Hermitian, and M = F - G = F - 
be convergent splittings such that F, F E C "~xn are Hermitian. Let s, t be the inner iteration 
numbers with s > 1 and t > 1. I f  the matrix M + N E C "~x" is positive definite and the matrices 
W,W e C nxn are nonnegative definite, then we have p(T) < p(T), provided the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) aF  -1 > 0 (or Of  > 0); 
(b) ~-1 > F-1  and t > s. 
PROOF. By (2.4) and (3.2), it is clear that p(T) _< p(T) if it holds that A(RA) > A(RA). 
Considering A1/2(RA)A -1/2 = A1/2RA 1/2 and A1/2(RA)A-1/2 = A1/2RA1/2, we know that this 
inequality is implied in/~ > R, or equivalently, 
[I-- (F-lO)t] M-1 > [I-(F-I~)S]M -1. 
Therefore, a sufficient condition for guaranteeing p(T) < p(T) is 
~-1~)  t M-1 < (F -1G)SM -1, 
F-1G)kM -1 < (F -1G)kM -t ,  k=0,1 ,2 , . . . , s .  (3.3) 
In fact, for k -- 0 the inequality (3.3) is trivial. Suppose that for j -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  k - 1, the 
inequality (3.3) holds. Because the relations 
F- IOM- I  = F - I  (F -  M)  M- I  = M- I  _ F-1 
= I - RA. (3.2) 
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and 
M(F-1G)k - IM -1 = F ( I  - F -1G) (F -1G)k - I ( I  - F -1G) - IF  -1 
= F (F -1G)k - IF  -1 = (GF-1)  k-1 _> 0 
can be obtained, we have 
(~-lO) kM-x <~__ [ (~-10)M- I ]  [M(F-1G)k-IM-I] 
_-- (M -1 - ~-l)(GF-1)k-1 
< (M -1 _ F -1 ) (GF-1)  k-1 
= [ (F -1G)M-1] [M(F -1G)k - IM -1] 
= (F -1G)kM-1  
that is, (3.3) is true for k. By induction, (3.3) holds for all k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Up to now, we have completed the proof of this theorem. 
At last, we use one concrete application about the afore-established comparison theorem to end 
this section. For the convenience of our statements and without loss of generality, we stipulate 
from now on that  diag (M) = I. Also, we will tacitly approve that  the matrix A E L (R  n) is 
Hermitian positive definite, and the splitting A = M-N of the matrix A be such that  M E C nxn 
is Hermitian and M + N is positive definite. 
Let L be the strictly lower triangular matrix of ( -M) .  Considering the following splittings of 
the matrix M:  
M = I -  (L + L*) = ( I -  L ) ( I -  L*) - LL*. 
If we take F and G to be one of the following: 
(i) F=I ,G=L+L* ;  
(ii) F = ( I -  L ) ( I -  L*), G = LL*, 
then we can correspondingly obtain two special two-stage iterative methods with the inner it- 
erations to be the Jacobi iteration (see (i)) and the symmetric Gauss-Seidel iteration (see (ii)), 
respectively. Let all the inner iteration numbers be s, and represent he iteration matrices of 
these two-stage iterative methods as Tj and TsGs, respectively. By applying Theorem 3 we can 
directly obtain that  p(TsGs) _< p(Tj). That  is to say, the two-stage iterative method with the 
symmetric Gauss-Seidel iteration as inner iteration converges faster than that  with the Jacobi 
iteration as inner iteration. 
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